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Abstract: 

The complexity of physiological signals may be a more sensitive indicator of health than 

standard or average measurements. We examined cardiac inter-beat intervals of healthy subjects 

who are either physically active or sedentary to determine whether measures of complexity are 

more sensitive to subtle cardiac changes than standard measures. 

 

Subjects were pre-screened by self-report, and qualifying subjects were placed in either the 

active group (n = 10) or sedentary group (n = 10). Cardiac inter-beat intervals were recorded and 

subsequently analyzed using standard time and frequency domain heart rate variability 
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measurements as well as multiscale entropy and the detrended fluctuation analysis, both 

measures of complexity. 

 

Of the measurements, the detrended fluctuation analysis was the only tool that significantly 

(P=0.04) differentiated between the active and sedentary groups. This suggests that the 

complexity of physiologic signals is a more sensitive indicator of cardiac health than standard 

measures. 

 

Keywords: heart rate variability, detrended fluctuation analysis, multiscale entropy, aerobic 

exercise.  

 

 

 

Abbreviations 

DFA – detrended fluctuation analysis 

HRV – heart rate variability 

MSE – multiscale entropy 

RR interval – cardiac inter-beat interval.  
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Introduction 

The emergence of the field of non-linear dynamics, or chaos theory, in the last few decades has 

re-shaped much of scientific thought. We now know even fairly simple systems can exhibit 

complex behavior. In fact, in many systems there is such sensitivity to initial conditions that even 

insignificant noise can completely change their long-term predictability. Such chaotic systems 

are very unpredictable, but they are still deterministic and therefore not random. Non-linear 

systems tend to produce data that is somewhere between the predictable simplicity of linear 

systems and the unstructured nature of truly random systems. This middle ground, where data is 

unpredictable, yet has “meaningful structural richness,” (Grassberger, 1991) is sometimes termed 

complexity. 

 

The prevailing method in studying physiological systems has been to average the output data. 

West (2006) argues that averaging data can eliminate important, complex information embedded 

within the data. Using non-linear analysis tools in place of averages can help uncover 

information from complex physiologic signals that is otherwise lost. Studies using non-linear 

tools like the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) and the multiscale entropy (MSE) analysis 

show that data from healthy physiologic systems often contain a high degree of complexity while 

data produced by pathologic systems often have decreased complexity (Goldberger et al., 2002; 

Peng, Havlin, Stanley, & Goldberger, 1995; Richman & Moorman, 2000; West, 2006). West 

(2006) suggests that the complexity of physiologic systems may be affected by pathology before 

there is any noticeable difference in the average of the systemic output data. A high degree of 

complexity within physiologic signals, then, may be a better indicator of health than normal 

average values. 
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Complexity in cardiac inter-beat (RR) interval data, as measured by DFA and MSE, is associated 

with cardiac health, and a decrease in complexity is associated with cardiac pathologies 

(Goldberger et al., 2002; Peng et al., 1995; West, 2006). Inasmuch as regular exercise has a 

positive impact on cardiovascular health this study was designed to address the concept of a 

relationship between RR interval complexity and physical activity. Rather than contrasting 

healthy versus unhealthy subjects, this study examines healthy young adults who are either 

physically active or sedentary to determine whether a subtle, sedentarily-induced decrease in 

cardiac health can be demonstrated by altered complexity in RR interval data. 

 

Tulppo et al. have shown that the DFA α1 value of sedentary subjects decreased after 

participating in eight weeks of aerobic training (Tulppo et al., 2003), indicating stronger fractal 

correlations and increased complexity in their heart rate dynamics. The present study focuses on 

the effects of long-term (> 1 year) aerobic exercise habits and includes MSE as a complementary 

means of measuring complexity. We hypothesize that the heart rate dynamics of healthy young 

adults who are physically active will have a higher degree of complexity than healthy young 

adults with a physically sedentary lifestyle. 

 

Methods 

Subjects. Male and female subjects were recruited from the local university student population 

and gave written informed consent via a document approved by the University Human Subjects 

Institutional Review Board. Subjects self-reported physical activity level by filling out a 

questionnaire (Appendix A). The questionnaire was created by the authors for use in the present 

study and had not yet been tested for validity in its ability to precisely identify a person’s level of 
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physical activity. Nevertheless, because the study called for two widely separated groups – either 

highly active or highly sedentary – rather than a spectrum of physical activity levels, the 

questionnaire’s ability to precisely quantify physical activity level was considered relatively 

unimportant for the present study. Subjects were invited to participate in the study if they had no 

serious health conditions, were between the ages of 18 and 40, and were either active or 

sedentary as defined by the questionnaire. 

 

The physically active group (n = 10: 8 female, 2 male) included those who participated in 

aerobic exercise for a period of at least a half an hour with enough intensity to break a sweat at 

least 3-4 times each week, and had been doing so for more than one year. The age range of the 

physically active group was 20-26 years old with a mean of 22 (SD 2.1). The BMI range was 

20.2-27.5 with a mean of 22.4 (SD 2.46). 

 

The physically sedentary group (n = 10: 7 female, 3 male) included those who participated in 

aerobic exercise for a period of at least a half an hour with enough intensity to break a sweat one 

time or less each month, and had been doing so for more than one year. The age range of the 

sedentary group was 21-39 years old with a mean of 25 (SD 5.6). The BMI range for the 

sedentary group was 18.7-28.2 with a mean of 23.8 (SD 3.63).  There were no smokers in either 

group. 

 

Data Collection and Analysis. Data collection took place between the hours of 800 and 2100 in a 

temperature-controlled room. Subjects were asked to refrain from alcohol and caffeine 

consumption for 6 hours prior to their data collection appointment. Upon arrival, subjects were 
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instrumented with a Polar heart rate monitor chest belt transmitter, and then rested in a seated 

position for approximately 20 minutes. Immediately following the rest period, RR intervals were 

recorded for a mean of 8427 (SD 158) heartbeats (or approximately 2 hours) using the Polar 

S810i (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) (Gamelin, Berthoin, & Bosquet, 2006) while 

subjects rested quietly in the seated position. Subjects remained awake during the recording 

period and were allowed to read or do homework, but they refrained from any external stimuli 

such as movies or music. 

 

Following data collection, the RR interval data was converted to text format using the Polar 

Precision Performance SW software (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland). Data was then 

manually inspected for artifacts (mean of 0.48%, SD 0.58%, range 0.0-2.16% in all subjects), 

which were subsequently deleted from the data set. For each subject, the publicly-available DFA 

and MSE software (4) were used to analyze the data, and Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, 

Maryland) was used to plot the MSE output, plot the DFA output, and calculate the DFA α1 

value. 

 

Standard heart rate variability (HRV) measures, including SDANN, RMSSD, NN50, pNN50, 

VLF, LF, HF, LF/HF, and Poincare SD1, SD2, and SD1/SD2, were calculated using HRV 

Analysis Software version 1.1 (Professor Pasi A. Karjalainen, University of Kuopio, Finland). 

The standard lengths of RR data sets for these HRV measures are 5 minutes or 24 hours, 

depending on the measure (Task Force of The European Society of Cardiology and The North 

American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology [TFESC], 1996). In the present study we 

recorded data for a non-standard interval of 2 hours, so our HRV analysis values should not be 
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compared to values from other studies. We are primarily interested in determining the 

effectiveness of standard HRV measures to discriminate between the active and sedentary 

groups. 

 

Measuring Complexity. DFA and MSE are non-linear tools that can measure complexity in time 

series data. In contrast to periodic/linear or random time series, complex time series often have 

correlations across time scales, i.e., small fluctuations at small time scales have similar 

characteristics to large fluctuations at large time scales. Both the DFA and MSE test for 

correlations across temporal scales.  

 

The DFA (Peng, et al., 1994; Peng et al., 1995; Golberger et al., 2000) is a quantitative measure 

of stochastic self-similarity, or fractal correlation, in time series data characterized by a scaling 

exponent, α. While the physiological basis for the DFA α value is not well-understood, the α 

scaling exponent has proven useful in cardiology. Fractal correlations (an α value of 1.0) have 

been associated with healthy heart rate dynamics, and a loss of fractal correlations is associated 

with disease and aging (Goldberger et al., 2002). The short-term DFA scaling exponent, α1 (see 

Peng et al., 1995 for further explanation of α1), increases toward 1.5 as age increases (Peng et al., 

1995; Goldberger et al., 2002; Pikkujamsa et al., 1999). The α1 value is also considered the most 

reliable predictor of mortality in post-myocardial infarction patients—an α1 approaching 0.5 for 

those with high mortality risk (Stein & Reddy, 2005). 

 

MSE (Costa, Golberger, & Peng, 2002; Costa, Goldberger, & Peng, 2005; Golberger et al., 2000) 

is also a measure of complexity. It measures the entropy (Richman & Moorman, 2000), or rate of 
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information production, of time series data over varying scales. MSE has not been used in 

cardiology to the same degree as DFA, so its value in HRV analysis has not yet been established. 

Additionally, because MSE does not return a single value metric like the DFA or the standard 

HRV measures, it is more difficult to use for statistical comparisons. However, MSE plots 

associated with healthy cardiac dynamics have been shown to have constant entropy across 

scales, while the MSE plots of people with atrial fibrillation, congestive heart failure, or people 

who are elderly vary with scale (Costa et al., 2002; Costa et al., 2005).   
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Results and Discussion 

The analysis results are summarized in Table 1. The DFA analysis indicates that healthy young 

adults who are physically active have a higher degree of cardiac complexity than healthy young 

adults who are physically sedentary. Our measured α1 value for the sedentary group was 1.20 

compared to 1.02 for the physically active groupa value of 1.0 represents maximum 

complexity as measured by the DFA. For older, healthy adults, α1 values tend to approach 1.5 

indicating that the sedentary group appears “older” in terms of cardiac complexity. 

 

Our sedentary group did include one subject who was older than any subject in the active group, 

which theoretically could have confounded the DFA results, resulting in a false association 

between physical activity and the DFA α1 value. However, when the data of that subject was 

removed from the analysis, the statistical significance of the DFA as a differentiator not only 

held up, but improved (P=0.03). The DFA results were therefore not a result of age-related 

confounding, but of an actual difference in HRV complexity between the active and sedentary 

groups. 

 

The MSE analysis, unlike the DFA, cannot be characterized by a single number; rather the 

complexity is indicated by the shape of the graph. Previous physiological applications of the 

MSE focused on differentiating between healthy and pathological conditions, which it did well in 

many cases. In our study, however, both groups were healthy – individuals in either group had 

no known pathological conditions. In our case, the MSE shows approximately equal levels of 

complexity in both the active and sedentary groups. Both the DFA and MSE successfully 
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identified levels of complexity in the active and sedentary groups that are consistent with good 

cardiac health, but the MSE does not capture the differences between the two groups.  

 

It is important to note, greater levels of physical activity were more strongly associated with a 

lower DFA α1 scaling exponent (P = 0.04) than with any of the standard measures of HRV (P > 

0.05 for all standard measures). These results suggest that subtle differences in cardiac health are 

better detected by a change in the complexity of heart rate dynamics, as measured by the DFA in 

this study, than by more traditional methods. 

 

The better sensitivity of the DFA versus traditional measures carries with it some practical 

implications. While it has been shown that traditional HRV measures used on electrocardiogram-

derived data can successfully differentiate between physically active and sedentary men in a 

highly controlled environment (Melanson, 2000), it is not practical for most fitness and training 

facilities to so tightly control the environment when their clients are analyzed. The present study 

suggests that the DFA can successfully differentiate between active and sedentary people, even 

when the environment is noisy – a much more realistic scenario in the real world. Moreover, the 

data for this study was taken for a relatively short period of time using a simple, widely available 

heart rate monitor rather than an electrocardiogram recording. Therefore, the DFA may be a 

more practical tool in fitness analysis. 

 

The DFA may also have practical clinical applications. If, as the results of the present study 

suggest, the early stages of cardiac pathogenesis are better detected by altered HRV complexity 

rather than by traditional HRV measures, clinicians could use the DFA as an early indicator of 
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risk for cardiac pathology. An earlier detection of at-risk cardiac patients via the DFA may help 

facilitate earlier intervention and, therefore, possibly better outcomes. 

 

The results of this study may also have some philosophical implications. A movement is 

emerging in physiology away from using averages to smooth out physiologic fluctuations, and 

toward using non-linear tools to study complex information contained within the fluctuations 

(Goldberger et al., 2002; West, 1990; West, 2006). The term “homeostasis” suggests a simple, 

static physiologic state associated with health. A more fitting term may be “homeodynamics” 

(West, 1990) to reflect the complexity in fluctuations associated with healthy systems and the 

loss of complexity in pathologic systems—regardless of the average values for either system. 

The results of the present study support the paradigm of homeodynamics. Our results provide 

evidence that low levels of physical activity affects the complex dynamics of HRV before it 

affects the broad, traditional values such as average heart rate or BMI. 

 

The scientific community has become expert at breaking systems down into their easily 

observable pieces and learning details about each piece. Problems sometimes arise, however, in 

trying to accurately rebuild complex systems out of the reduced pieces. Rather than trying to 

over-simplify inherently complex physiologic systems, more studies should analyze the behavior 

of entire systems using ideas and methods from the field of non-linear dynamics. Because it 

appears that pathology presents itself as a change in the complexity of a system before it presents 

in systemic averages, tools that analyze the complexity of physiologic signals should be able to 

detect the onset of pathology earlier than systemic averages can. Therefore, emphasis in future 

studies should be placed on characterizing the differences in complexity of various pathologies 
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compared to healthy complexity, as well as developing more tools for the analysis of complex 

physiologic information. 

 

Practical Implications: 

• A new heart rate analysis tool can use simple data from a widely available heart rate monitor 

to effectively differentiate between active and sedentary people, even in a noisy environment. 

• The heart rate analysis tool is more sensitive to subtle differences in heart health than 

standard measures, so it could be used clinically for earlier risk assessment, leading to earlier 

intervention and possibly better outcomes. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Comparison of several HRV measures in their ability to differentiate between RR 
interval data of active vs. sedentary subjects, as indicated by a statistical t-test P value. The only 
statistically significant measure (P<0.05) was the DFA. 

 Table 1 – Results Summary 

 
 

Sedentary Active P value 
    

DFA 1.20 (0.16) 1.02 (0.20) 0.04 

SDANN 0.060 (0.015) 0.077 (0.032) 0.14 

RMSSD 43.5 (18.2) 70.0 (42.0) 0.08 

NN50 873 (623) 1390 (945) 0.17 

pNN50 21.0 (15.2) 33.4 (22.7) 0.17 

VLF 568 (274) 847 (600) 0.20 

LF 829 (348) 1189 (867) 0.24 

HF 418 (376) 1181 (1541) 0.15 

LF/HF 3.187 (2.270) 1.707 (1.290) 0.09 

Poincare SD1 31.2 (13.0) 50.2 (29.8) 0.08 

Poincare SD2 97.2 (19.3) 121.3 (48.9) 0.17 

Poincare 

SD1/SD2 0.31 (0.09) 0.40 (0.11) 0.07 

Heart Rate 72.8 (6.76) 66.1 (10.2) 0.10 

    

Data are expressed as mean (SD) 
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Appendix A 
 

Research Questionnaire 
 

 
_______ I have read and signed the consent form prior to filling out this questionnaire. 
(Please initial) 
 
_______ To the best of my knowledge, I have no serious health conditions, i.e. any condition 
(Please initial) that requires continuing treatment from a health care provider (examples include: 
heart disease, diabetes, asthma, epilepsy, stroke, cancer, etc.). 

 
Age________ 
 
Sex:  M / F     (circle one) 
 
Height_________ 
 
Weight_________ 
 
Approximately how often do you do aerobic exercise for a period of at least ½ hour with enough 
intensity to break a sweat?  (Circle one) 
 

A. 5 or more times each week 

B. 3-4 times each week 

C. 1-2 time each week 

D. 2-3 times each month 

E. 1 time each month 

F. Less than 1 time each month 

 
For approximately how long have you had the exercise habits circled above?  (Circle one) 
 

A. More than 2 years 

B. 1-2 years 

C. 9-11 months 

D. 6-8 months 

E. 3-7 months 

F. 1-2 months 

G. Less than 1 month 
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Reviewers' Comments for the authors (on the First Submission):  

This is a well-written account of a study comparing HRV over 2 hours in two relatively small groups of 

sedentary and active younger adults. The introduction is of reasonable length and is focused and 

clear. The design is reasonable but the sample size may well be too small and there is no power to 

determine if there is a gender effect on the tested relationships which is highly probable. 

 

Although the polar watch provides RR intervals only with no capacity for editing using the actual ECG, 

it appears that there was a provision for identifying artifacts (did that include ectopy?).  However this 

procedure is unclear and needs to be more clearly spelled out.  Identifying artifacts from a time series 

is problematic anyway, but were the “bad’ beats simply deleted from the time series or were they 

replaced in some way?  I would suggest, possibly for future research, that a plot of beat to beat 

instantaneous heart rate on a 10 min scale is excellent for identifying artifacts and ectopy because 

they are associated abrupt shifts in the plots.    

 

Your discussion of the relationship of alpha1 and age is not really accurate.  The theoretical evidence 

that alpha1 should move towards 1.5 with advanced age has not been supported by the data.   It is 

possible that alpha1 means different things under different circumstances, i.e., if someone is really in 

completely normal sinus rhythm or if there is some degree of sinus rhythm that reflects subtle 

pacemaker abnormalities.  In fact, in many cardiac studies, the cut point of alpha1 for increased risk is 

0.80 and I can tell you that in the elderly it is closer to 1.0.  I don’t expect you to solve this problem, 

but the rather simplistic description of alpha1 on page 8 needs to be made more realistic.  

 

In terms of MSE, one approach is to add the terms.  I don’t know how many terms you get with a 2-

hour recording, but each term is an area under the curve and they can be added to create a single 

number. 

 

Results: Again the assertion that alpha1 goes to 1.5 in the elderly is simply not true even though it 

provides an attractive explanation for your results. 

 

Looking at Table 1, the first question that comes to mind is did you test the normality of the 

distributions before doing a t-test?  Many terms, especially rMSSD and SD1 both of which reflect 

vagal control of HR are nearly significant and tend to be highly skewed as to the frequency domain 

HRV measures.  Did you look at the correlation between alpha1 and these other measures?  What I 

see in these results is a tendency for lower heart rate and greater vagal control of heart rate as would 

be expected in people who exercise more.  If distributions were normalized you might even get to 

significance.  What would be nice would be a scattergram of the distributions of selected measures for 

each group so that reader (and you) can clearly see whether the differences are due to a cluster of 
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extreme values or reflect a global trend, i.e., do all of the exercisers tend ti have lower alpha1 or is 

there considerable overlap between the groups.  Also, LF/HF has too many decimal places and 

normalized LF, which you don’t have here, correlates extremely well with alpha1 and might prove to 

be significant. 

 

In the end, although you believe that you are finding a difference in organization of HR patterns, 

despite my own use of alpha1, I am not completely convinced that this is really a measure of 

complexity and there is some discussion in the literature of this controversy that would be worth 

reading in order to understand your own results.  I am not suggesting that you incorporate a lot of this 

controversy into the paper, just that you go a little deeper in your own understanding and perhaps use 

that to enrich the paper. 

 

Reviewed by Dr Phyllis K Stein 

Research Associate Professor of Medicine, 

Washington University School of Medicine, USA 

 
Editor's Comments:  

Because your sample is small (n = 10), tests of normality may not really tell anything about the actual 

distribution and I think it will be best for you to log transform RMSSD, pNN50, spectral powers (in fact all 

those variables whose variance is quite high) first before subjecting them to t-tests. As Dr Stein suggests, 

I will not be surprised if the P values for some of these comparisons beat the 0.05 mark. Just let us know. 

 

E.S.Prakash, Editor, Medical Physiology Online 
 

Authors' Response to Reviewer's Comments (note page numbers below may not correspond to 

that in the final accepted version) 

 

Possible gender effects on our results are now acknowledged in a new limitations paragraph.  

 

The procedure for identifying and deleting artifacts was clarified on Page 7.  

 

Though Dr. Stein has stated that alpha 1 is not closer to 1.5 in elderly people, she has not provided a 

specific reference supporting her statement.  In the discussion of these issues on pgs. 8 and 9, we have 

cited Goldberger et al (2002) and have added a citation of Iyengar et al (1996), both of which clearly find 

that the short-term alpha value is closer to 1.5 in elderly populations and 1.0 in young populations. 

 

While adding the MSE terms can give us a number that could be analyzed with a t-test, complexity as 
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measured by MSE is, specifically, constant entropy across differing scales, which cannot be reduced to a 

single number. For example, two MSE plots could differ greatly in complexity (one with a constant entropy 

across scales--a horizontal line, and the other without constant entropy across scales--an irregular line) 

but produce the same number when MSE terms are summed.  We have, therefore, chosen to still not 

include summed MSE terms in our statistical analyses. 

 

As suggested in the Editor's comments, we log transformed all data and then re-did t-tests on the 

transformed data.  While some traditional measures became more statistically significant, the DFA was 

still the only measure that crossed the 0.05 line. These results are now discussed on pg 9 and included in 

Table 1.  We also included a brief discussion of our small sample size in the new limitations paragraph on 

pg 12 to help make more-explicit our recognition of the effect that a small sample size may be having on 

our results. 

 

We feel that, though there is some controversy as indicated above, the scope of this paper is not big 

enough to go into depth on this issue.  There is enough literature available supporting our use of the DFA 

that we feel confident enough in our use of it as a measure of complexity.  If you would like us to add 

more discussion of these issues into the paper, please inform us.  Otherwise, we feel it's appropriate as-

is. 

 

Reviewers’ Comments on First Revision (not shown here):  

I think a deeper discussion of alpha 1 is important, especially since alpha1 would be very much 

influenced by uneven detection of beat onsets and it would be impossible, using a polar watch, to tell if 

this is due to beat detection issues or due to actual abnormal rhythms.  

 

Dr Phyllis K Stein. 

___________ 


